
Samia's Colored Sky 

Samia Halaby uses her five senses 

A memory 

Halaby was an avid listener, comparing the movement between things and their sounds, 

the light emanating from the objects and the light falling on the object; the little light 

shading the street, and the quick flicker of time that throws moments away.  I can only 

remember the flow of the bodies of three women above the black asphalt, the white 

cotton season blooming in the artist's hair, and falling these days towards the geometry of 

the universe. Between the breadth of the distance and its narrowness, meters -the space 

for flowers on the balcony, a cumin colored wall, red cut flowers, blue cushions in a 

small apartment in the city of Ramallah- the place of the artist's residence I see  a "studio" 

on the upper floor, where the artist with cotton colored hair watches with her paintings 

and possessions Canal Street, away from the noise of New York City. This is my  

memory: one  formed between me and  the artist on a brief encounter that took place late 

October 2017. Where we leave with a third friend and greet each other in front of Hilton 

Paddington, downtown London, before sliding into the hotel's lobby with the ease of 

thieves into a story. 

Intuition: the five senses 

This  memory carries me into the story of " Samia's Colored Sky ", starting with the eye. 

The window is the house's eye, as it is in the artist's studio. Here we meet Samia Halaby, 

who contributed with her art and design into the story that chronicles her life. This is a 

great technique as life inhabits the story just like one of Halaby's paintings, a narration 

that travels with the reader wherever he resides. This story, which is suitable for both 

children and adults, is not only an attempt to create a personal memory, but a shared life 

between the artist and the reader where one day the reader will try to retrieve the story 

like a memory of a life that's past! 

Huda Shawa, the author, uses the present tense. Such a use enables the reader  to dive 

into Halaby's life, as such the window becomes not only the artist's eye on the street to 

see how she draws, what she picks, how she does it, what she decides to leave behind and 

how colors and reflections change in her eyes from one chapter to the next but also the 

reader's too. It is as if the reader says  we are now at Samia Halaby's studio, on the top 

floor of the Terebeca  neighborhood, which once was an agricultural land, and then 

became a residential neighborhood in the early  19th century, then it became a 

commercial market focused on dry goods, textiles before artists, such as Samia, actors 

and innovators set up camp in it. The text is like setting up a camera on the street. We 

watch Canal Street, seeing the zooming of car traffic, we watch the street corner and the 

slow movements of vendor carts. Then we zoom in. We see the distant traffic lights, light 



poles, the billboards, and then watch the seasons change. There goes autumn where the 

wind  plays with the leaves and twigs where these when falling create lines that are 

similar to road  lines and city streets. There goes the spring with its bright flowers, a 

brown tree, a violet rose, lilies and rye, green leaves fluttering in the light and in the 

space and in the traffic: in the sunlight, over the hills and the road. The smell of spring is 

everywhere. Here are the sounds: the tapping of rain in the streets, the waves lapping in 

the sea. Then you arrive at gradients of color: a bright tiger eye in a green forest, a black 

and white panda in a purple bamboo forest. There are tall buildings and shadow lines that 

lengthen and shorten and also the rays of light that break over those buildings and cranes. 

Then we see the movement of passersby and we hear, as does Samia, their laughter and 

crying, their jabber and screams. At this point, Samia's eye is separate from that of the 

camera, the reader here becomes the reason behind movement; watching Samia as she 

transforms what her eyes see to paintings, as she deconstructs images. We watch Samia 

installing: bustling city light in squares, the blue sky in pieces, street traffic in circles, in 

slanted lines, straight lines and spiral lines, circles growing like waves of the sea, scraps 

and  clipping floating in space. She turns what she sees in paintings into abstract art. This 

is where she uses the  five senses to elements of life that flow in the process  and help the 

objects float along.   

All of the sky is a window 

In an interview with her, Samia Halaby said that she has always been asked about 

Palestine in her paintings. She, who has always carried  Palestine with her wherever she 

moved between Jerusalem and Jaffa and from Palestine to Lebanon after displacement 

and then to America where she settled in New York City. Just like the story states "from 

Honolulu to Havana, from Damascus to Detroit ". But then the question is :where is 

Palestine in the squares and circles, and in the color purple and pink, where is it in the 

lights and shadows, straight lines and designs?. Samia, who carried Palestine with her 

always and supported her cause, was always afraid it was no visible in  her eyes and 

paintings, and among her colors of optimistic energy. So she went on to carry out written 

projects, including: Liberation Art of Palestine: Palestinian Painting and Sculpture in the 

Second Half of the 20th Century". In fact, the artist has lived Palestine in her child-like 

memory, in the colors of tapestries and their designs, in the conversations of family and 

friends about the memories, in a crying-like voice, through the grammar; a language with 

derives its verbs from one root, a language that weighed heavily on many. Halaby was 

indeed fascinated by the calligraphy of Arabic, its Islamic art be it colors, symmetry and 

proportionality of its architecture, how can Palestine not be present in her as a child's 

memory and the root of a solid identity? Palestine is present in the artist' spirit, which 

without Samia believes life leads to death, defeat, retreat, and distance from humanity, 

which flows through art. Samia loves Palestine in her own way with her delicate senses: 

she carries with her the colors of the Palestinian flag, the olive trees, the stories of her 



grandmother in the city of Jaffa and the Mediterranean, which one day her house 

overlooked. She moves between its shore and its sky, the sky of Jerusalem, which she 

transformed it from a sky of one city to a window revealing the world. 

We make abstract paintings 

 We will make abstract paintings, in a lofty manner, like Samia did. We will draw with a 

language that is active in an advanced way of representing reality.  Just as Samia states in 

an interview of her vision of working on abstract art, which she sees as more compatible 

with life, representing reality and nature. Now who cannot understand abstract art, and 

engage with the artist's paintings? We draw some of the elements; geometric shapes, 

colored surfaces,  we draw with wide strokes of the brush in different colors, and then 

understand some of the foundations of Samia's philosophy in dealing with light; we draw 

the natural light, and industrial light. Then we note, as the artist silence and speech, the 

symbolism of day and night. We transform nature into art: falling leaves , the sky. We lift 

our heads to look skyward , each with his eye and we draw it-but are our eyes colored 

like Samia Halaby's, so we paint a colorful sky? or does each person has his own sky?   


